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QUESTION 1

SLB is a load balancing service that distributes traffic to multiple cloud servers It provides a wide range of functions to
meet the needs of various business scenarios If a user wants to use SLB and ECS instances to deploy two-way
authenticated HTTPS websites, the following statement is correct_______. 

A. SLB can only host SSL certificates, not CA certificates. 

B. You need to host server SSL certificates and client CA certificates on SLB 

C. SLB can only host CA certificates, not SSL certificate 

D. SLB can only support HTTPS one-way authentication 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is NOT correct, when comparing RDS with a self-built database? 

A. Self-built database support quick deployment and elastic scaling. 

B. RDS requires no OandM while self-built database require a dedicated DBA for maintenance, which results in high HR
costs. 

C. RDS features a high availability of 99 95% while self-built databases require you to implement data protection
primary-standby replication, and RAID all by yourself. 

D. RDS provides automatic backup while self-built databases require you to prepare storage space for backup copies
and regularly verify that these copies can be restored. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Alibaba Cloud CloudMonitor is a service that monitors Alibaba Cloud resources and Internet functions currently provided
by CloudMonitor? (Number of correct answers: 3) 

A. Site monitoring 

B. Customized monitoring 

C. Custom firewall 

D. Operation auditing 

E. Cloud service monitoring 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Explanation: https://cloudacademy.com/course/alibaba-security-monitoring- 1275/introduction-to-cloud-
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monitor/#:~:text=Cloud%20Monitor%20is%20a%20service,safeguard%20your%20products %20and%20business. 

 

QUESTION 4

Auto Scaling can automatically adjust the number of ECS instances based on user-defined scaling rules to meet service
needs. If a user cannot predict service changes or does not have enough history data, he/she can still use dynamic
scaling mode to automatically add/remove ECS instances based on certain CloudMonitor performance metrics (such as
the CPU utilization rate) 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Compared with traditional physical servers, upgrading an ECS instance is much easier. Which of the following
statements about upgrading an ECS instance is false? 

A. You can upgrade the CPU, memory, and bandwidth. 

B. Upgrading the configuration of the ECS instance requires no\\' redeployment or data migration. 

C. Upgrading network bandwidth does not require the ECS instance to restart. 

D. You can change an instance\\'s operating system without rebooting. 

Correct Answer: C 
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